ABSTRACT: Vibrational sum frequency generation (VSFG) spectroscopy has been a powerful technique to probe molecular structures at non-centrosymmetric media. Recent developed heterodyne (HD) detection can further reveal spectral phase and molecular orientations. Adding imaging capability to an HD VSFG signal can bring spatial visualization capability into this non-linear optical technique. However, it has been a challenge to build an HD VSFG microscope that is both easy to align and has good spectral phase stability -two necessary criterions for the broad application of this technique into various areas of science. Here, we report a fully-collinear HD VSFG microscope, which meets both phase stability and optical alignment requirements that can spatially resolve images of molecular interfaces and domains, with chemical and structural sensitivities. The phase stability is more than nine times better than a Michelson Interferometric HD VSFG microscope. Using this HD VSFG microscope, we study the structures of molecular selfassembly films. Because of the superior phase sensitivity, we successfully identify two molecular domains with different molecular orientations, which we show is not possible to extract from an ensemble-averaged VSFG spectrum or homodyne-detected VSFG image.
Molecular specific imaging on non-centrosymmetric molecular interfaces and domains [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] is crucial for understanding structures and dynamics on many inhomogeneous systems, such as chemical reactions on heterogeneous catalysts, 13 protein interactions with lipid bilayers, 14 structure of optical metamatials, 15 and formation of structure color materials. 16 By spatially resolving interfaces and domains, microscopy could obtain domain specific knowledge and mitigate ensemble averaging. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] Yet, in traditional optical microscopy, signals of non-centrosymmetric molecular interfaces and domains are often overwhelmed by those of isotropic bulk materials. Even-order nonlinear optical microscopy, such as second harmonic generation (SHG) microscopy, 22 has been a popular technique to image non-centrosymmetric systems and is widely implemented in biophysics. However, SHG does not have molecular specificity. An alternative approach is vibrational sum frequency generation (VSFG) microscopy. 5, [9] [10] [11] A VSFG microscope is ideal to obtain comprehensive knowledge of complex systems: it has chemical sensitivity by probing vibrational signatures and spectral lineshape [23] [24] [25] of molecular functional groups; it has symmetry sensitivity similar to SHG to selectively probe areas that are non-centrosymmetric; it also has spatial resolutions to remove ambiguities from the ensemble average of large areas. In addition, heterodyne detection scheme and recent advances in long term stablitities [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] enable the measuring of absolute orientations of molecular vibrational modes, which adds structural sensitivity to the microscope. Thus, a heterodyne (HD) VSFG microscope could reveal new, more comprehensive information of molecular interfaces and domains, which is superior to existing imaging techniques.
HD VSFG microscopy is challenging, however, because two ultrashort laser pulses of different colors need to be overlapped spatially and temporally, and the frequency of emitted signal is at the sum of frequencies of these two input pulses. [23] [24] [25] The involvement of multiple color pulses imposes many technical challenges when using HD VSFG microscopy, and heterodyne detection is one of the biggest difficulties: experimental techniques such as self-heterodyne, 37, 38 which is widely used in pump probe and 2D spectroscopy, cannot be implemented. In order to perform heterodyne detection, a local oscillator (LO) pulse that is at the same frequency as the VSFG signals has to be generated separately and collinearly aligned with the VSFG signals. 39, 30, 31, [33] [34] [35] [36] To date, the only reported HD VSFG microscopy used a Michelson Interferometric geometry. 40 In this geometry, LO is generated in one of the Michelson Interferometer arms and combined with VSFG signals in the other arm. Because LO and VSFG signals are generated in two separated beam paths, mechanical stability is extremely important to eliminate any phase drift. Furthermore, an interferometric geometry also presents challenges in alignment and maintenance.
In this article, we present the first fully collinear HD VSFG microscope, which demonstrates excellent phase stability and circumvents technical challenges in spectrometer alignments. To further extract comprehensive molecular knowledge from VSFG images, we developed a spectral pattern recognition code based on a greedy algorithm. Using this code, we can differentiate domains with various molecular conformations, which would otherwise be difficult to distinguish using optical imaging techniques 41 or homodyne VSFG microscopes. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] We implemented this phase-stable collinear HD VSFG microscope to study a guest-host molecular self-assembly 42 spin-coated on gold. We found that the self-assembly contains non-centrosymmetric domains at sizes from about 20 to 100 μm 2 , and there are mainly two types of domains, which have opposite molecular alignment relative to each other. This microscope development should pave the way for implementing HD VSFG imaging in a broad range of applications in biophysics, 43 materials 44 and surface sciences. 45, 46 The core experimental setup of HD VSFG microscope is illustrated in Figure 1 . A mid-IR pulse is generated by a TOPAS pumped by a Ti:sapphire 30 fs, 800 nm laser, followed by a home-built difference frequency generation (DFG) setup. The residual 800 nm (1.12 mJ) after TOPAS is sent into a 4f geometry pulse shaper to generate a spectrally narrowed upconversion pulse (output energy is 1.2 μJ, FWHM is 3.8 cm -1 , and the pulse shape is Gaussian with a pulse duration of 4 ps). The mode of the upconversion pulse is optimized by passing through a spatial filter. Mid-IR and upconversion pulses are then combined by a customized dichroic optics (Newport), which passes mid-IR and reflects 800 nm lights. After the dichroic optics, both mid-IR and 800 nm pulses are collinear and overlapped temporally, and then they are focused together by a Schwarzchild (Edmund Optics, 15X/0.28NA) reflective objective lens onto samples. The Schwarzchild objective lens is used to circumvent optical aberrations caused by refractive index differences of light at various frequencies. The generated VSFG signals, along with incident mid-IR and upconversion pulses are reflected off a sample and are collected by the same objective lens. Because the incident beams are sent through one side of the objective entrance, the reflected beams are offset relative to incident beams after exiting the objective lens.
Figure 1
Schematic of the collinear heterodyne SFG microscopy system. Mid-IR and upconversion pulses are combined collinearly and overlapped temporally by a customized dichroic optic. These incident beams are sent through one side of a Schwarzchild objective lens to be focused on the sample. The reflected beams are offset relative to incident beams and picked up by a mirror. After the pick-up mirror, the VSDG signal, mid-IR and upconversion pulses are overlapped spatially and temporally. These three pulses are passed through a CaF2 window to generate a time delay between VSFG signal and mid-IR and are then focused on a LiNbO3 crystal to generate a local oscillator that is spatially collinear overlapped but temporally delayed relative to the VSFG signal.
The reflected VSFG signal, mid-IR and upconversion pulses are picked up by a mirror, and all three pulses to spatially and temporally overlap with each other. These three pulses are passed through an optical media to create relative time delays between the pulses. 35 The time delay is necessary to ensure interference fringes between LO and SFG signals for heterodyne detection. In our setup, these pulses are bounced between two parallel mirrors and passed through a 7 mm CaF 2 window four times to generate about 2 ps time delay between SFG signal and mid-IR pulse. It is possible to generate the time delay, because there are nonnegligible differences between refractive indices of VSFG signal and mid-IR pulse. The upconversion 800 nm pulse has a similar refractive index to a visible pulse, so it is delayed by a similar amount as the SFG signal. The 2 ps time delay is a "sweet spot" for LO generation. Because the pulse duration of upconversion is 4 ps, the mid-IR pulse temporally overlaps with the front tail of the delayed 800 nm upconversion pulse, which ensures LO generation, and creates the largest amount of time delay and therefore more interference fringes for extracting spectral phases. A one pass through a 3 cm rode would perform the same function. After generating time delays, the beams are focused into a LiNbO 3 crystal (MTI Corp., optical grade, Xcut, 10×10×0.5 mm) to create a LO, through an SFG process. Because SFG on the crystal is impulsive, a LO is only generated when mid-IR and upconversion 800 nm pulses overlap temporarily. Thus, LO duplicates the temporal profile of mid-IR and is delayed relative to SFG signal. The LO and SFG signals are then sent through a few bandpass filters to remove any residual upconversion pulses and are focused into a spectrograph and detected on a charged coupled device (CCD) camera. The LO and SFG signals interfere with each other on the camera to generate heterodyned signals -an interference fringe pattern. The fringe space (Δω) and time delay between LO and VSFG signal ( ) satisfy the relation Δω 1. Chirps originated from GVD/TOD of CaF 2 is negligible (SI). To obtain an HD VSFG image, the sample is scanned spatially by an automated stage. The exposure time for each pixel is 2 seconds, and for a typical 100 μm×100 μm image, the scanning time is about 2 hours. The heterodyne interference fringes are Fourier transformed into time domain, where an apodizing filter is applied to remove any DC signal. 33, 36, 47 The time domain data is inverse Fourier transformed back to frequency domain. The frequency domain molecular VSFG spectral phases are calibrated by nonresonance SFG spectra of z-cut quartz, 33 which results in imaginary and real parts of molecular VSFG spectra. We note our current scheme works for Gaussian shape upconversion pulses, but not for Etalon shape pulses, because mid-IR is ahead of upconversion pulses when arriving at LiNbO 3 crystal, and therefore cannot overlap with Etalon upconversion pulses. This issue can be solved by generating LO before the sample. Next, we examine the quality and resolution of microscopic images. We acquire and compare optical and HD VSFG images of a lithographic pattern composed of gold and GaAs. SFG signals from gold and GaAs form good contrasts, as GaAs has a larger SFG signal than gold. Comparing the two images shows that the SFG image captures all the features shown in the optical image, including edges and the curved corners (Figs. 3a and 3b) . To determine the resolution, we scan across sharp edges between gold and GaAs and fit the first order derivative of SFG intensity into a Gaussian model. We found the resolution is < 2 μm, which is close to the theoretical limitation (1.2 μm) defined by the 80% separation criterion 48 ( Fig. 3c) . The resolution can be further improved by expanding the 800 nm beam size or using a larger numerical aperture (NA) objective, which is beyond the scope of this report. After examining phase stability and resolution, we use the collinear HD VSFG microscope to investigate molecular self-assembly systems spin-coated on gold. The molecular self-assembly is formed by sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and β-cyclodextrin (β-CD) through host-guest interactions, which is a good buildingblock for responsive molecular devices and bio-mimic structures. 42, 49 β-CD forms a cup shape structure, with one of the rim narrower than the other (SI Fig. S2 ). One SDS molecule can form a complex with two β-CDs, and the conformation of the two β-CD molecules can be head-to-head, tail-to-tail or head-to-tail. Simulations have shown that the head-to-head configuration is the most stable due to more hydrogen bonds. 50 However, head-to-tail conformations can also exist. Most existing techniques cannot distinguish between these different conformations, but the VSFG signal has a unique ability to identify head-to-tail conformations, because head-to-tail conformations are non-centrosymmetric and generate strong VSFG signals. 51 Thus, the HD VSFG microscope is ideal for spatially differentiating between head-to-tail and head-to-head conformations.
The HD VSFG microscope image of molecular self-assembly contains ample spectroscopic information, including spectral intensity, phase, peak position and line shapes (Fig. 4) . By plotting the image based on different spectral features, various molecular aspects of these self-assemblies can be obtained. One approach is to plot the absolute integrated VSFG intensity image (Fig. 4e) . Based on this intensity image, we conclude the self-assembly sample is very inhomogeneous, composed of domains that have strong and weak VSFG signals, and the size of the domains range from 20 to 100 μm 2 . Because molecular selfassembly fully covers gold substrates, the difference in VSFG intensity reflects various domain conformations, but not surface coverage: e.g., domains with strong VSFG signals consist of head-to-tail conformations, because they are non-centrosymmetric, whereas domains with weak signals are composed of head-to-head configurations. 51 However, there is much more information to be learned than what the VSFG intensity image can reveal, because in the HD VSFG image, each pixel encodes a phase-resolved HD VSFG spectrum. To take advantage of the rich spectral information, we further characterize each domain by comparing all the spectral patterns of their imaginary spectra (corresponding to absorptive spectra), 30, 33, 34, 36, 47 including peak position, phase and line shapes. This spectral pattern recognition is done by a greedy algorithm, 52 which can be easily extended to images that contain large data points. The algorithm sorts every pixel in the image based on its spectral similarity in every run, and iterates the comparing mechanism until the sorting results converge. Then, pixels that are grouped as the same type are plotted in the image with the same color.
Using the spectral pattern recognition code, HD VSFG images of molecular self-assembly are sorted based on spectral similarity. We found six types of spectra in the image, with type 1 and 2 dominating (green and orange in Figs.4a, and 4d) . The HD VSFG image is replotted as a spectral image, in which pixels of the same spectral type are coded with the same color (Fig. 4a) . The spectral image shows that pixels within each domain have the same spectral type, which indicates molecules in each domain adopt the same conformation. This result agrees with VSFG signal selection rules: VSFG can only survive when the interfaces or domain formed by molecules are ordered and non-centrosymmetric. Otherwise, their signals cancel each other out. [23] [24] [25] We note that there are four minor spectral shapes in the HD SFG image (bottom four of Fig. 4c ). These minor spectral pixels often appear at the edges or boundary of a domain. Thus, we assume these spectra to be signatures of domain edges, whose structures are not as ordered as those of molecules at the centers of domains, or they are signatures of boundaries between two domains with different conformations, whose spectra should be an average result of molecules in both domains. Color coded HD SFG imaginary spectra that corresponds to the same colored pixels in (a). Type 1 and type 2 are imaginary spectra of two dominant types and the rest of four are spectra of minority pixels at boundary of domains (d) Domain assignment of the absolute square of HD SFG signal (equivalent to homodyne SFG), which shows phase is critical information for spectral recognition. (e) The HD SFG intensity image, which reveals various domains existing at the surface, but is lacking molecular information.
The two dominating imaginary spectra have features that are similar to each other, but are out of phase by  (top two of Fig. 4c ). Both spectra include two noticeable peaks, a large peak at 2900 cm -1 and a small peak at 2870 cm -1 . A control experiment to measure the VSFG signal of deuterated SDS/β-CD molecular self-assembly shows that the VSFG spectral phase of deuterated SDS/β-CD is similar to the non-deuterated complex (SI Fig. S3 ). Because deuteration shifts the CH stretch of SDS to 2000 cm -1 , 53 this result suggests the two vibrational peaks of Fig. 4c originate mainly from β-CD. This conclusion agrees with a previous study on a similar molecule. 54 Based on literature reports, we assign the peak at 2900 cm -1 to be the asymmetric modes of CH 2 in β-CD, and the peak at 2870 cm -1 to be the CH stretch of β-CD. 54 There are no CH 3 peaks of SDS observed because of the relatively small population of CH 3 groups in molecular selfassemblies.
From peak assignments and corresponding spectral phases, we can determine molecular orientation in each domain. As discussed previously, the molecules in domains that are visualized in HD VSFG microscopy should correspond to the head-to-tail configuration, which generates strong VSFG signals. Based on Gaussian calculation, 55 the vibrational transition dipole vector of CH asymmetric modes are rigid and always point from narrow to wide rims of the β-CD cup. Thus, we conclude that domains with type 1 spectra correspond to self-assembly aligned with the cup facing down, and molecular self-assembly in domains with type 2 spectra faces opposite directions. (Fig.,4d) The CH 2 asymmetric mode highly depends on local hydrogen-bond environments, and its orientation relies on whether the basis-sets and methods used in calculation can properly model hydrogen bonding 56 , which is out of the scope of this work. However, because the CH 2 peak always has an opposite sign to the CH peak, it indicates the CH 2 asymmetric mode has stable orientations due to hydrogen-bonding networks, and always points in the opposite direction of CH vibrational mode. More detailed structure study of the molecular self-assembly will be reported in the future.
The ability to distinguish domains in HD VSFG microscopy is not possible with heterodyne VSFG spectroscopy or homodyne VSFG microscopy. First, to show the difference between HD and homodyne VSFG microscope images, we calculate the homodyne VSFG spectra by taking the absolute square of HD VSFG spectra. 33, 34, 36, 47 Then, we use the same spectral pattern recognition code to analyze this homodyne VSFG image. We found all domains are sorted into the same type (Fig. 4d) , because the phase information is lost in homodyne signals. Second, to see how spectra of this self-assembly would look like in an HD VSFG spectrometer that measures areas with diameters of 50 to 100 μm, we sum all heterodyne VSFG spectra inside of the cyan squared area (60 x 60 μm 2 ). The summed spectrum (cyan) in Fig. 4b appears to have a negligible spectral intensity compared to a VSFG spectrum from a single pixel in the HD VSFG image (Fig. 4a) . This is because spectra with different phases destructively interfere with each other in the cyan square. If the ensemble-averaged HD SFG spectrum is used to study structure of this self-assembly, a conclusion that no head-to-tail self-assembly exists in this sample could be made, but would be misleading. Thus, the HD VSFG microscope is an essential tool to reveal spatial inhomogeneity, deconvolve ensembleaveraged spectra and resolve spectral phase to determine molecular conformations.
In conclusion, we report a new design of HD VSFG microscope that shows a nine-fold improvement in phase stability. This increase in stability greatly enhances the fidelity of spectral phase extracted from the scanning microscope. In addition, LO is intrinsically collinearly aligned with the VSFG signal, which ensures a heterodyne signal of excellent quality and makes spectrometer alignment simple. To further take advantage of the richness of VSFG spectral information, we implemented a spectral pattern recognition code. We used the microscope and code to investigate molecule self-assembly samples, and identified two molecular domains with opposite molecular orientation. The simplicity of alignments and stability of spectral phase of this new HD VSFG microscope lay the technical foundation for unraveling comprehensive molecular spectral knowledge and opening new avenues for studying in-depth molecular physics of molecular interfaces and domains in environmental surfaces, 57, 58 heterojunction materials, 59 biological systems, 14, 43 and surface catalysts. 13, 44 The design can also be modified and developed into a wide field illuminated HD-VSFG microscope in combination with compressive sensing to increase data acquisition speed.
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EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Preparation of molecular self-assembly. The sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and β-cyclodextrin(β-CD) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. SDS was recrystallized for three times and surface tension curve was measured to check purities. 61 β-CD was recrystallized and kept in a vacuum oven overnight to remove residual water. To prepare molecular self-assembly, SDS and β-CD were mixed at a mole ratio of 1:2, respectively. A suspension of SDS and β-CD was made, with the total concentration being 10 wt%. The suspension was heated until it transformed into a transparent solution and then kept at room temperature for at least 48 hours to self-assemble. The molecular self-assembly was spin-coated onto gold slides at a spin speed of 3000 rpm for 2 mins. 
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